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Motor responses of varying intensities rely on de-
scending commands to heterogeneous pools of
motoneurons. In vertebrates, numerous sources of
descending excitatory input provide systematically
more drive to progressively less excitable spinal
motoneurons. While this presumably facilitates
simultaneous activation of motor pools, it is unclear
how selective patterns of recruitment could emerge
from inputs weighted this way. Here, using in vivo
electrophysiological and imaging approaches in
larval zebrafish, we find that, despite weighted exci-
tation,more excitablemotoneurons are preferentially
activated by a midbrain reticulospinal nucleus by
virtue of longer membrane time constants that facili-
tate temporal summation of tonic drive. We confirm
the utility of this phenomenon by assessing the
activity of the midbrain and motoneuron populations
during a light-driven behavior. Our findings demon-
strate that weighted descending commands can
generate selective motor responses by exploiting
systematic differences in the biophysical properties
of target motoneurons and their relative sensitivity
to tonic input.
INTRODUCTION
All movements must be executed with varying degrees of pre-
cision and strength. Our best understanding of how graded
movements are produced arises from studies of mammalian
hindlimb motoneurons, where increases in movement intensity
are accomplished by the addition of larger, less excitable
motor units capable of generating more powerful muscle con-
tractions (Burke, 1979; Cope and Pinter, 1995; Enoka and
Stuart, 1984; Heckman and Enoka, 2012; Mendell, 2005).
The appropriate recruitment of these motor units relies on
descending inputs, whose activity generates motor responses
matched to behavioral demands (Alstermark and Isa, 2012;
Drew et al., 2004; Dubuc et al., 2008; Le Ray et al., 2011;
Lemon, 2008). Studies of a variety of descending inputs have
revealed that less excitable hindlimb motoneurons receive708 Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.greater effective excitatory synaptic input than more excitable
ones (Binder et al., 1998; Burke and Rymer, 1976; Grillner
et al., 1970, 1971; Powers et al., 1993; Westcott et al., 1995).
One unresolved issue that has been technically difficult to
address in vivo is how weighted descending inputs optimized
for synchronous activation of motor pools could generate dif-
ferential activation of spinal motoneurons, as required for gra-
dations in movement intensity. Here, we address this issue
by examining the descending control of axial motor pools in
larval zebrafish.
As in all vertebrates, in zebrafish larvae, descending com-
mands exert differential control of movement intensity, from
powerful escape responses to precise capture maneuvers (Borla
et al., 2002; Eaton et al., 1984; Gahtan et al., 2005; Liu and
Fetcho, 1999). To do so, they utilize identified spinal motoneu-
rons organized from ventral to dorsal according to their size,
excitability, target musculature, and sequence of recruitment
(McLean et al., 2007; Menelaou andMcLean, 2012). Specifically,
the ventral-most cells in the pool are the most excitable and are
recruited first. This topographic pattern of recruitment provides a
unique opportunity to examine how descending inputs interact
with a heterogeneously excitable motor pool to generate appro-
priately graded actions. To this end, we focused on descending
inputs arising from the nucleus of the medial longitudinal fascic-
ulus (nMLF), a spatially compact, readily identifiable source of
reticulospinal drive implicated in visuomotor behaviors (Gahtan
and O’Malley, 2003; Gahtan et al., 2005; Kimmel et al., 1982;
Orger et al., 2008).
We demonstrate that the preferential recruitment of more
excitable motoneurons can be achieved by weighted drive
from an identified nMLF neuron to the axial motor pool,
because commensurate differences in membrane time con-
stants facilitate the temporal summation of tonic inputs. We
then explore the activity patterns within the nMLF and
spinal motoneurons in response to changes in ambient light
levels to assess the behavioral relevance of this phe-
nomenon. Increases and decreases in whole-field illumination
are sufficient to make identified neurons within the nMLF fire
tonically at frequencies that lead to temporal summation,
and also to generate preferential activation of more excitable,
ventral motoneurons. Thus, our findings now provide a
generalizable mechanism for graded recruitment patterns via
weighted descending inputs that relies on the biophysical
properties of target motoneurons and their sensitivity to tonic
drive.
Figure 1. Differences in the Dorso-Ventral Distribution of Spinal Axon Collaterals among the Identified nMLF Neurons
(A) A schematic of a larval zebrafish viewed from above (A1). The brain area is expanded in (A2) to show the retrogradely labeled descending neurons in the
midbrain and hindbrain. The red box highlights the nMLF. In (A3), the three large, identified nMLF neurons are marked. Mid, midline. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(B and C) Top-down view of the retrogradely labeled nMLF (white), with two identified nMLF neurons labeled with different colored dyes in the same fish (red and
green).
(D) A schematic of a larval zebrafish viewed from the side (D1). Lateral view of the reconstructed main axon and collaterals of a MeM (D2), MeLc (D3), and MeLr
(D4) neuron in the spinal cord from the region indicated in red on the schematic.
(E and F) Lateral view of the spinal cordwith themain axon and collaterals of two identified nMLF neurons labeled with different colored dyes in the same fish. Cells
are the same as those presented in (B) and (C). White tick marks divide the dorso-ventral extent of spinal cord into ten equal divisions.
(G) Total collateral length from body segments 5–14 at each dorso-ventral division for the MeLr and MeM neurons shown in (B) and (E), normalized to the top (1)
and bottom (0) edges of spinal cord.
(H) As in (G), but for the MeLr and MeLc neurons shown in (C) and (F).
(I) Contribution of MeM, MeLc, and MeLr neurons to the total amount of their spinal collaterals expressed as a percentage. Analysis was restricted to the dorso-
ventral divisions 0.2–0.7, where spinal motoneurons are located (n = 5 for each cell type). TheMeMneuron contributesmore to the total collateral length at division
0.2 (black arrowhead), due to its ventral commissural collaterals.
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Anatomical and Physiological Evidence for nMLF to
Motoneuron Connections
We first examined the axon collateral distribution in the spinal
cord of nMLF neurons, including the identified Medial-Medial
(MeM); Medial-Lateral, caudal (MeLc); and Medial-Lateral,
rostral (MeLr) neurons (Figures 1A1–1A3). Neurons within the
nMLFwere first retrogradely labeled by dye injection into the spi-
nal cord, and then one of the three identified nMLF somata was
filled with a different colored dye by single-cell electroporation
(Figures 1B and 1C). Given the known dorso-ventral patterning
of spinal motoneuron recruitment (McLean et al., 2007; Mene-
laou and McLean, 2012), we examined axon collateral distribu-
tions parasagitally (Figures 1D1–1D4), and their dorso-ventral
distribution was analyzed between body segments 5–14, wherethe height (distance between the dorsal and ventral boundaries)
of the spinal cord is relatively constant. In five fish, two of the
nMLF neurons (MeLr/MeLc, MeLr/MeM, or MeLc/MeM) were
electroporated using different colored dyes for direct compari-
son of projection patternswithin fish (Figures 1B, 1C, 1E, and 1F).
While all identified nMLF neurons had main axons that de-
scended ventro-medially in the spinal cord, there were differ-
ences in the dorso-ventral distribution of collaterals arising
from the main axon. Compared to the MeLr, the MeM and
MeLc axon collaterals extended more dorsally in the spinal
cord (Figures 1E–1H). Like the MeLr, smaller, nonidentified neu-
rons within the nMLF had axon collaterals that remained ventral
(Figure S1 available online). Due to the finer processes of the
smaller cells, we could not be totally confident that their axons
were completely filled. However, for the spinal projection pat-
terns of the larger MeM, MeLc, and MeLr neurons, where weNeuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 709
Figure 2. Identified nMLF Neurons Connect
to Spinal Motoneurons
(A) Images of the spinal cord of a pargmn2Et ze-
brafish larva, in which GFP is expressed in spinal
motoneurons, from the side (A1) and in cross-
section (A2). In (A1), the four large, dorsally located
primarymotoneurons (PMns) in one body segment
are marked by red arrowheads. In (A2), the sche-
matic on the right half demarcates the locations of
motoneuron cell bodies and neuropil. Dashed
lines indicate the boundary of spinal cord and
midline.
(B–D) Confocal Z stacks of spinal axon collaterals
of nMLF neurons (in red) and axial motoneurons (in
white) in pargmn2Et zebrafish larvae. Images are
from the side ([B1]–[D1]) and in cross section
([B2]–[D2]). The depth of the Z stacks is 20 mm in
(B1)–(D1). The cross-sectional images in (B2)–(D2)
represent a collapsed view from one body
segment (80–90 mm).
(E) Coronal view of reconstructed axon collaterals
from MeM, MeLc, and MeLr neurons registered to
anatomical landmarks (n = 4 for each cell type),
with the cell body and neuropil layers marked as in
(A2). IL, ipsilateral; CL, contralateral.
(F) Schematic showing the preparation for paired
whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from nMLF
neurons and spinal motoneurons.
(G–I) Example traces from paired recordings from
the MeM (G), MeLc (H), and MeLr (I) and a PMn.
Individual evoked EPSPs from each pair (gray
lines, n = 10 per pair) and an averaged waveform
(black line) are temporally aligned to the peak of
nMLF action potentials (red, averaged waveform).
(J) Peak amplitude of the early and later compo-
nents of evoked EPSPs in the PMns. Double
asterisks indicate significance (Mann-Whitney
U test with Bonferroni corrections for multiple
comparisons, p < 0.05). n/s, not significant. Here
and elsewhere, data are reported as mean ±SEM.
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ventral projection held true for pooled data from multiple fish
(Figure 1I, n = 5 for each cell type). Thus, the most dorsal axon
collaterals (above spinal dorso-ventral division 0.5) were exclu-
sively from the MeM and MeLc neurons.
To relate these projection patterns to potential connections
with axial motoneurons, we performed single-cell electropora-
tions of the MeM, MeLc, and MeLr neurons in the pargmn2Et
enhancer trap line, in which motoneurons are labeled with GFP
(Figures 2A1 and 2A2). The MeM and MeLc both had extensive
axon collaterals that reached the dorsal-most aspect of the axial
motor column (Figures 2B1 and 2C1). There were also extensive
ventral collaterals (Figures 2B1 and 2C1), where motoneurons
are more numerous (Menelaou et al., 2014). Collaterals
throughout the dorso-ventral axis penetrated the soma layer,
which is most obvious from a coronal view (Figures 2B2 and710 Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.2C2). Digital reconstructions followed by
registration to anatomical landmarks
confirmed this pattern and also demon-
strated that both the MeM and MeLchad bilateral projections (Figure 2E). Thus, one of the potential
targets included large, dorsally located, early-born ‘‘primary’’
motoneurons (PMns) (Myers, 1985). To confirm this potential
connection, we performed in vivo paired patch-clamp record-
ings from the large identified nMLF neurons and large identified
PMns (Figure 2F). Consistent with the anatomical observations,
we found evidence for direct synaptic connections to PMns
from the MeM and MeLc neurons (Figures 2G and 2H). Cur-
rent-evoked firing in the MeM or MeLc neurons elicited excit-
atory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in PMns with two
components (Figures 2G and 2H). The early component had a
short, relatively fixed latency in both the MeM (mean ±SEM,
0.92 ± 0.10 ms, coefficient of variation or CV = 0.04) and MeLc
(1.05 ± 0.07 ms, CV = 0.04) and a relatively fixed amplitude in
both classes (MeM, 1.89 ± 0.29 mV, CV = 0.08; MeLc, 2.39 ±
0.61 mV, CV = 0.07; n = 4 MeM-PMn and 9 MeLc-PMn pairs).
Neuron
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potentials reliably without failure, even at extremely high firing
rates (up to 500 Hz). These features suggest a monosynaptic,
electrical connection between the MeM and MeLc neurons
and PMns. The later component occurred less reliably and had
larger variability in both latency (MeM, 1.62 ± 0.07 ms, CV =
0.13; MeLc, 1.88 ± 0.36 ms, CV = 0.24) and peak amplitude
(MeM, 1.23 ± 0.11 mV, CV = 0.20; MeLc, 1.84 ± 0.17 mV, CV =
0.16), which is more consistent with a chemical connection
(Kimura et al., 2006; McLean et al., 2008).
In contrast to the MeM and MeLc, the more ventrally located
MeLr axon collaterals ramified laterally in the neuropil layer (Fig-
ures 2D1, 2D2, and 2E), as did the collaterals of the smaller nMLF
cells (Figure S1). However, since the dendrites and axons of all
axial motoneurons intermingle in the neuropil (Kishore and
Fetcho, 2013), this did not rule out the possibility that the MeLr
and smaller nMLF cells could still make contact with more dorsal
motoneurons. Consistent with this idea, we found connections
between MeLr neurons and PMns (Figure 2I) that also contained
an early component with a relatively fixed latency (1.28 ±
0.22 ms, CV = 0.05) and amplitude (1.07 ± 0.14 mV, CV = 0.08)
and a later component with more variable latency (2.05 ±
0.32 ms, CV = 0.13) and amplitude (0.92 ± 0.06 mV, CV = 0.32;
n = 3 MeLr-PMn pairs). Despite the greater likelihood that
MeLr-PMn connections were axonal and/or dendritic and thus
more distant from the somatic recording site, we found no signif-
icant differences in the amplitude of the early component EPSP
among the three identified neurons (Figure 2J). Only the late
component demonstrated any statistically significant difference,
and this was restricted to the MeLc-PMn connection, when
compared to the MeM and MeLr pairs (Figure 2J). Thus, the
anatomical and physiological data suggest that nMLF neurons
have the capacity to make connections to neurons distributed
throughout the axial motor pool, which include the smaller,
more ventrally distributed, later-born ‘‘secondary’’ motoneurons
(SMns;Myers, 1985).We next investigated the nature of connec-
tivity between PMns and SMns and focused on connections
arising from the MeLc neuron, due to its more superficial, acces-
sible location in the nMLF and the greater likelihood of finding
somatic connections throughout the axial motor pool based on
its anatomy.
PairedRecordingsReveal theNature of nMLF andSpinal
Motor Pool Connectivity
To reveal the nature of connectivity between the MeLc neuron
and the axial motor pool, we targeted PMns and SMns located
between body segments 10–13. Similar to the MeLc-PMn
connection, the MeLc-elicited EPSPs in SMns also contained
an early, reliable component with relatively constant latency
(1.20 ± 0.05 ms, CV = 0.06) and amplitude (2.57 ± 0.38 mV,
CV = 0.07; n = 13 MeLc-SMn pairs). There was also a later,
less reliable component with more variable latency (2.25 ±
0.09 ms, CV = 0.26) and amplitude (2.76 ± 0.41 mV, CV = 0.25;
n = 10 MeLc-SMn pairs). In both PMns and SMns, dual compo-
nent EPSPs were resistant to a reduction in the likelihood
of neurotransmission after perfusion of high-divalent cation
extracellular solution (Figures 3A and 3B), consistent with
a monosynaptic connection (Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin,1957). Furthermore, the later component in both classes was
sensitive to a mixture of the glutamate receptor antagonists
NBQX/AP5, consistent with a glutamatergic, chemical synaptic
connection (Figures 3A and 3B). Critically, however, in control
solutions the amplitude of both the electrical and glutamatergic
components was indistinguishable between PMns and SMns,
despite dramatic differences in input resistance (Rin) between
the two populations (Figures 3E1 and 3G1). This is consistent
with experiments that failed to demonstrate any difference in
EPSP amplitudes related to Rin in limb motoneurons (Burke
and Rymer, 1976; Grillner et al., 1970, 1971). In addition,
although the chemical component was highly variable, we found
that it was more reliable in PMns than in SMns (Figure 3F). Both
observations are consistent with the idea that descending drive
is weighted such that less excitable motoneurons receive more
excitation, and we now extend this observation to individual re-
ticulospinal inputs.
Despite similarities in the amplitudes of MeLc-evoked EPSPs
in PMns and SMns, we did observe differences in their wave-
forms (Figures 3C and 3D). Both the electrical and chemical
components of EPSPs in SMns were broader and had a slower
decay than EPSPs in PMns. To quantify this observation, we
took advantage of the variable reliability of the later chemical
component to separately analyze PSPs with purely electrical
components and those with clear chemical components. Specif-
ically, we focused on how the following features of EPSPs related
to the Rin of spinal motoneurons: (1) 10%–90% rise time, (2) half
width, and (3) decay time constant (Figure 3E2–3E4). For purely
electrical components, the rise time, half width, and decay time
constant increased with motoneuron Rin (Figures 3E2–3E4). We
confirmed that this observation was not contaminated by a re-
sidual chemical contribution by measuring the same properties
in the presence of NBQX/AP5 (Figure S2). Although the early
electrical component precluded measurement of the rise time
of the chemical component, this same pattern was evident
when we analyzed PSPs containing a clear chemical component
(Figures 3G2 and 3G3). The systematic broadening of the chem-
ical as well as the electrical component is most simply explained
by longer membrane time constants, although it is possible that
SMns also express a higher ratio of NMDA to AMPA receptors or
generally have slower postsynaptic kinetics. Furthermore, in the
MeM- andMeLr-PMn pairs, MeM- andMeLr-elicited EPSPs also
show narrower waveform and a fast decay similar to the MeLc-
elicited EPSPs in PMns, suggesting that this feature is not
restricted to the MeLc-motoneuron connection and instead re-
flects an intrinsic attribute of PMns (Figure S2).
The slower decay of EPSPs in higher Rin SMns could provide a
larger time window for EPSP summation. To test whether differ-
ences in temporal summation could indeed generate differences
in motoneuron recruitment, we evoked action potentials up to
600Hz in theMeLc neuron (‘‘Pre’’) using current steps and exam-
ined whether the motoneuron (‘‘Post’’) could be driven to fire
(Figures 4A and 4B). In the nine MeLc-PMn pairs, we never
observed firing in the PMn (Figure 4A). On the other hand, for
three MeLc-SMn pairs, firing the MeLc neuron could make the
SMn fire (Figure 4B). When we examined the response of the
PMn and SMn at the onset of the current step (Figures 4C and
4D), we found that at low MeLc firing rates PMns and SMnsNeuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 711
Figure 3. Differences in the Waveforms of MeLc-Evoked EPSPs Related to Motoneuron Input Resistance
(A) Example of direct connections between theMeLc neuron and a larger, dorsal PMn (see schematic in upper right corner) in control solution, high-divalent cation
solution (Ca2+/Mg2+), or in the presence of the glutamate receptor antagonists NBQX/AP5. Superimposed EPSPs (gray lines, n = 10) and their averaged trace
(black line) are shown in each example.
(B) As in (A), but direct connections between aMeLc neuron and a smaller, ventral SMn. Note, in this example the control panels and spikes are the same because
the hi-divalent and NBQX/AP5 perfusions were performed in the same fish (*).
(C) Comparison of MeLc-evoked EPSPs that contain only the early, electrical component in PMns and SMns. SE is indicated by the shading. EPSP waveforms
have been scaled and aligned to peaks to illustrate the slower decay in the SMns compared to the PMns.
(D) As in (C), but for EPSPs that contain a clear chemical component in PMns and SMns.
(E) Properties of MeLc-elicited EPSPs that contain only the early component versus input resistance (Rin) of spinal motoneurons. These include EPSP amplitude
(E1), rise time (E2), half-width (E3), and decay time constant (E4). Trend line is a linear fit. **, p < 0.05 following Spearman’s rank test (r).
(F) Reliability of the later chemical component of MeLc-elicited EPSPs in PMns and SMns (PMn, 38% ± 7%, n = 8; SMn, 7% ± 2%, n = 11; Student’s t test,
**p < 0.05)
(G) As in (E), but for EPSP amplitude (G1), half-width (G2), and decay time constant (G3) with clear chemical components.
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Descending Control of Spinal Motoneuronsshowed a relatively equivalent amount of summation, as quanti-
fied by generating a slope from the peak of the first two PSPs in
the train (Figure 4E). However, while the PMn exhibited little in-
crease in slope at progressively increasing MeLc firing rates
(low gain), in the SMn the increased temporal summation pro-
duced an ever-increasing slope with increasing MeLc firing rates
(high gain). We then compared the relative gain of responses to
current steps in eight motoneurons where the MeLc was driven712 Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.to fire over a comparable frequency range (100–600 Hz). The
excitatory gain systematically increases with increases in the
EPSP decay time constant (Figure 4F), as expected if Rin was
contributing to the efficacy of temporal summation.
The contribution of Rin to temporal summation of EPSPs
assumes that there are systematic differences in membrane
time constant related to Rin. To examine the relationship
between membrane time constant and motoneuron Rin, we
Figure 4. Temporal Summation Enables
Higher Rin Motoneurons to Fire
(A) Steps of increasing current levels (I) from
left to right lead to increases in instantaneous
spike frequency in the MeLc (left, 50 Hz;
middle, 255 Hz; right, 480 Hz). MeLc action
potentials elicit reliable EPSPs in the connected
PMn (Rin = 56 MU), which never fires action
potentials.
(B) As in (A), but for a more excitable SMn (Rin =
404 MU). Increases in the instantaneous spike
frequency of the MeLc (left, 75 Hz; middle, 260 Hz;
right, 480 Hz) are sufficient to get the SMn to fire
action potentials.
(C) Expanded view of EPSPs evoked by the
first two spikes in the current step from the gray
(low MeLc firing frequency) and red (high fre-
quency) shaded areas in (A). The gray line
connects the peaks of the first two EPSPs
(arrowheads), and the resulting slope (DV) was
used to calculate EPSP summation at different
MeLc firing frequencies. Here, and elsewhere,
black dots mark the timing of corresponding
MeLc action potentials. (C) and (D) share the
same scale bars.
(D) As in (C), but for the SMn illustrated in (B). Note
the much larger DV in the top red trace compared
to the PMn in (C) at the same MeLc firing fre-
quency. The action potential is truncated (*).
(E) The slope (DV) of the first two MeLc elicited
EPSPs versus the firing frequency of the corre-
sponding MeLc action potentials for the PMn and
SMn shown in (A)–(D). The slope of the linearly fit
trend lines was used as the gain for EPSP sum-
mation for each motoneuron (PMn, R = 0.1; SMn,
R = 0.92).
(F) Gain of EPSP summation (the slope of the DV
trend line as shown in [E]) versus EPSP decay time
constant. **, p < 0.05 following Pearson linear
correlation test (R).
(G) Rin versus membrane time constant of spinal motoneurons. The repolarization of the membrane potential (V) after a brief hyperpolarizing current (I) pulse
(open red arrowhead) was fit with a single exponential equation to calculate the membrane time constant. Trend line is a linear fit. **, p < 0.05 following
Spearman’s rank test (r).
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neurons (n = 41), which covered the full range of motoneuron
Rin (30–1000 MU) (Menelaou and McLean, 2012). A brief
(1 ms) hyperpolarizing current was delivered, and membrane
potential decay was fitted with a single exponential equation to
calculate the time constant. Similar to the EPSP decay time con-
stant, the membrane decay time constant measured somatically
also increased with motoneuron Rin (Figure 4G). Thus, the entire
motor pool exhibits a gradient in both Rin and membrane time
constant that would provide systematically greater temporal
summation of excitatory inputs.
The findings thus far suggest that nMLF neurons have the
potential to make contacts with spinal motoneurons throughout
the dorso-ventral axis either via somatic or axonal/dendritic con-
nections. In addition, our assessment of MeLc output to axial
motoneurons suggests that it is biased to less excitable cells
but can result in selective activation of more excitable ones via
temporal summation. To do so, however, the MeLc must fire
tonically at frequencies exceeding 200 Hz (Figures 4B and 4D).Given that these are extremely rapid rates of firing, it is not clear
if this would occur naturally. To begin to address this question,
we investigated in more detail the activity patterns of neurons
within the nMLF during motor behavior.
Calcium Imaging during Sudden Changes in Illumination
Our first goal was to identify a sensory stimulus that would drive
reliable activation of the nMLF. Given its acknowledged sensi-
tivity to visual stimuli (Orger et al., 2008; Sankrithi and O’Malley,
2010), we chose a simple, controllable source of photic stimula-
tion, namely a light emitting diode (LED), to generate sudden
increases and decreases in whole-field illumination. We then uti-
lized calcium imaging to assess activity in the nMLF combined
with peripheral motor nerve recordings to monitor motor re-
sponses (Figure 5A). In these experiments, the fish is immobi-
lized with a-bungarotoxin, and the bursts of motor activity that
would normally drive movements (‘‘fictive’’) can be monitored
(Figure 5A). In response to an LED, motor activity was reliably
observed in response to both light onset and offset (Figure 5B).Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 713
Figure 5. nMLF Neurons Reliably Respond to Changes in
Illumination
(A–D) (A) Schematic showing the preparation for calcium imaging of the nMLF
neurons (C) or spinal motoneurons (D) using calcium green dextran (CGD)
injections and a simultaneous motor nerve (M) recording. LED, light emitting
diode.
(B) The onset/offset of the LED reliably elicits ‘‘fictive’’ motor output, which can
be recorded from the motor nerve in a-bungarotoxin immobilized prepara-
tions. Spontaneous motor output is marked by gray arrowheads.
(C) View of the nMLF neurons backfilled with CGD from above (left) with a
higher magnification of the area boxed in red (right). The midline (Mid) of
Neuron
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714 Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.In some instances, spontaneous motor activity unrelated to light
stimuli was also observed (gray arrowheads, Figure 5B). There
was no significant difference in the delay related to whether
the light was turned on or turned off (light onset, 219.32 ±
17.91 ms; light offset, 215.11 ± 11.60 ms; Mann-Whitney
U test, p > 0.05, n = 10 fish).
Next, to examine the recruitment pattern of neurons within the
nMLF, the location of cells was normalized using the midline of
the brain and the center of the MeLr neuron as medio-lateral
(M-L) references (Figure 5C). While the responses to light onset
within the nMLFwere highly variable (Figure 5E), the vastmajority
exceeded the 9% DF/F value, which can be used as a conserva-
tive estimate of suprathreshold activity (Figure S3) (Bhatt et al.,
2007; Fetcho and O’Malley, 1995). Averages of responses
binned according to M-L location revealed significantly less
activity in neurons found in the most medial bin and those found
in the four most lateral bins (Figure 5G). The MeM, which is
located in the most medial bin, also responded less robustly
than either the MeLr or MeLc in response to light onset (Fig-
ure 5G). In contrast, responses to light offset were more homo-
geneous (Figure 5E), with no significant difference related to
binned M-L location or neuron identity (Figure 5G).
These data suggest that whole-field changes in illumination
are a reliablemeans to generatemotor responses and to activatethe brain and the center of the MeLr soma were used as references for
normalizing the medio-lateral (M-L) locations of nMLF neurons (midline = 0;
MeLr soma = 1).
(D) A subset of spinal motoneurons backfilled with CGD. Retrograde filling
reliably labels motoneurons throughout the full dorso-ventral (D-V) range of the
spinal motor column. Dashed lines mark dorsal (D) and ventral (V) boundaries
of the spinal cord, normalized as 1 and 0.
(E) Calcium transients associated with motor output for nMLF neurons at
different M-L locations (marked in [C]) in response to light onset and offset
(black line = averaged response; shaded area = SE; n = 5 trials for each
neuron). The dashed line marks 9% DF/F, the threshold for determining
whether a neuron is active. For both (E) and (F), arrowheads indicate time of the
light stimuli. Motor nerve activity (M) for each of the five trials is superimposed
in different shades of gray. (E) and (F) share the same scale bars.
(F) Example calcium transients for motoneurons at different D-V locations
(marked in [D]) in response to light onset and offset. The dashed line marks
9% DF/F.
(G) Averaged calcium response amplitudes of nMLF neurons at different M-L
locations in the midbrain. Light ON, n = 91 cells; light OFF, n = 52 cells; both
from eight fish. *p < 0.05 following Mann-Whitney U test and Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. Response amplitude of the three identi-
fied nMLF neurons are shown as red circles at their relative M-L locations.
Light ON, n = 25 cells; light OFF, n = 18 cells; both from eight fish. *p < 0.05
following Mann-Whitney U test and Bonferroni correction for multiple com-
parisons. In (G) and (H), dashed line marks the 9% DF/F.
(H) Calcium response amplitude to light onset and offset of spinal motoneu-
rons at different D-V locations in the spinal cord. Light ON, n = 127 cells from 11
fish; light OFF, n = 78 cells from seven fish. *p < 0.05 following Mann-Whitney
U test and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
(I) 3D registration of soma surfaces of nMLF neurons from eight fish. The
neuron surfaces are color coded according to their reliability of response to
light (100%, bright red, always responds to light; 0%, gray, never responds to
light). Light onset and offset responses are pooled. R, right side; L, left side.
(J) 3D registration of soma surfaces of spinal motoneurons from eight fish. The
motoneuron surfaces are color coded according to their reliability of response
to light as described in (I). A black arrowheadmarks amore dorsal motoneuron
that responded on the upper side of the side-lying fish.
Figure 6. High Frequency Firing of nMLF
Neurons Precedes the Motor Response to
Changes in Illumination
(A) Example traces of whole-cell recordings on the
MeM (left), MeLc (middle), and MeLr (right) neu-
rons together withmotor nerve activity in response
to light onset (at open arrowheads) and offset (at
filled arrowheads). The action potentials of the
MeLc and MeLr neurons are truncated.
(B) Upper: raster plots demonstrate the firing
pattern of the nMLF neurons in response to light
onset (n = 15 trials from three neurons in each
class, marked on the left of the raster plot). Firing
is aligned to the start of the first swim bout
(motor nerve activity) after the light stimulus
(black ticks: nMLF action potential, circles: visual
stimulus, gray bars: swim bout). Middle: instanta-
neous firing frequency of nMLF action potentials
shown in the raster plot. Lower: a histogram illus-
trates the distribution of nMLF action potentials
(black line) and motor nerve swim bursts (gray
bars). MeM, n = 16 trials from four neurons; MeLc,
n = 31 trials from five neurons; MeLr, n = 34 trials
from five neurons.
(C) Response to the light offset. Figures are
arranged as in (B). MeM, n = 40 trials from five
neurons; MeLc, n = 32 trials from five neurons;
MeLr, n = 33 trials from five neurons.
(D) Maximum spike frequency during light evoked
swim bouts (M activity; MeM, 58 trials from five
neurons; MeLc, 63 trials from five neurons; MeLr,
68 trials from seven neurons). The MeLc spike
frequencies that successfully activated motoneu-
rons during current injection (Mn activity, illus-
trated in Figures 4B and 4D) fall within the natural
spike frequency range of MeLc neurons during
swimming. The MeM neuron has more events at
the 0–100 Hz frequency bin because in more trials
the cell only fires a single action potential in
response to light.
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compare to responses in the axial motor pool? When we exam-
ined the recruitment patterns of axial motoneurons distributed
throughout the dorso-ventral plane (Figure 5D), both light onset
and offset consistently activated predominantly ventral moto-
neurons (Figures 5F and 5H). The contrasting responses of
the nMLF and axial motor pools are readily apparent by repre-
senting activity as a simple reliability index, quantified as the
percentage of responsesR9% DF/F to light stimuli, and repre-
sented as a 3D registration with response reliability color coded
(Figures 5I and 5J). In addition, the 3D registration demon-
strates the clear bilaterality of the response to light and con-
firms there are no hidden patterns along the dorso-ventral
axis on the nMLF, or the M-L axis in the spinal cord. Taken
together, these data suggest that nMLF neurons respond to
light stimuli more reliably and homogeneously than do spinal
motoneurons, where only the most ventral, excitable cells are
activated.Electrophysiological Recordings from Identified nMLF
Neurons
Having identified a sensory stimulus that would reliably engage
the nMLF, but preferentially engage more excitable motoneu-
rons, we next examined the firing patterns of nMLF neurons
related to motor output by performing in vivo cell-attached and
whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from the three identified
nMLF neurons in conjunction with peripheral motor nerve re-
cordings. In response to light onset and offset, the MeM,
MeLc, and MeLr neurons all fired action potentials (Figures 6A–
6C). In most cases (n = 175/186 trials from 17 cells), the nMLF
neurons started to fire before swimmingwas initiated, as demon-
strated in the raster plots and histograms relating spiking to
fictive motor bursts (Figures 6B and 6C). In instances when
nMLF neurons did not fire in response to light, there was an in-
crease in synaptic drive shortly after light onset and offset (Fig-
ure S4). Subthreshold activity was more frequently observed in
the MeM and MeLc (MeM, n = 51/133 trials from eight cells;Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 715
Figure 7. Increased Firing of SMns Are
Related to Tonic Activity in the nMLF during
Light-Evoked Swimming
(A) Paired whole-cell recordings on the MeLc
neuron and spinal motoneurons with different re-
sponses to MeLc current injection and light stim-
ulus. Activity shown here is elicited by light. Left: a
SMn that can be activated by firing the MeLc
alone with current injection (suprathreshold pair).
Middle: a SMn that cannot be activated by
firing the MeLc alone (subthreshold pair). Right: a
PMn that cannot be activated by firing the MeLc
alone. Insets are expanded view from the gray
shading areas. MeLc spikes are represented as
black dots.
(B–D) Whole-cell recording of SMns ([B] and [C])
and a PMn (D) with a motor nerve recording during
spontaneous and light evoked swimming.
(E–G) Expanded view from the bracketed areas in
(B)–(D), respectively, to show phase relationship of
action potentials and swimming bursts. Swim
bursts aremarked by gray shading to highlight ‘‘in-
phase firing,’’ while gray arrowheads mark ‘‘anti-
phase’’ firing. The phase of a swim cycle (0: start;
1: end) is marked in (E).
(H) Polar plots show the phase relationship of
action potentials to cyclical swim bursts during
light response normalized to the start (0) and
end (1) of the swim cycle (example shown in [E]).
Gray shading represents half of the swim cycle.
Spike phase distribution of individual cell (dark
gray line) and the averaged distribution (black
line) are shown. SMns are segregated into
groups according to whether their firing pattern
was tonic (n = 2,598 spikes from six neurons) or
rhythmic (n = 435 spikes from five neurons). Action
potentials of the MeM, MeLc, and MeLr neurons
occur throughout the swim cycle consistent with
tonic firing behavior (MeM, n = 803 spikes from five
neurons; MeLc, n = 984 spikes from four neurons;
MeLr, n = 1071 spikes from four neurons).
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Descending Control of Spinal MotoneuronsMeLc, n = 42/138 trials from nine cells; MeLr, n = 6/84 trials from
nine cells), which displayed low rates of spontaneous firing
compared to the MeLr. Unlike spinal motor pools (McLean
et al., 2007), we found no significant difference in their Rin that
could explain this observation (MeM, 96 ± 16 MU, n = 10;
MeLc, 73 ± 5 MU, n = 18; MeLr, 100 ± 10 MU, n = 8; Mann-Whit-
ney U tests with Bonferroni corrections, p > 0.05). Critically, how-
ever, despite differences in firing patterns, all three identified
nMLF neurons could fire at rates exceeding 400 Hz, which is
higher than the minimum frequency at which temporal summa-
tion can activate highly excitable SMns (Figure 6D).
The early onset of firing coupled with the high firing rates sug-
gested that the nMLF neurons likely play a role in short-latency
activation of motoneurons in response to photic cues. While
our data cannot distinguish between retinal or pineal sensory716 Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.input to the nMLF, the clear synaptic
responses following LED stimuli rule
out intrinsic photosensitivity (Fernandes
et al., 2012).Next, to assess directly whether natural light stimuli and stim-
ulation of the nMLF elicited similar responses in motoneurons,
we examined firing evoked by the LED in paired recordings
from the MeLc and spinal motoneurons. Among our paired
recordings where stimulation of the MeLc could make the
SMn fire (suprathreshold pair; n = 3), we also observed firing
in SMns in response to light that was preceded by PSPs
arising from the MeLc (Figure 7A). Interestingly, in these
recordings high-frequency tonic firing in the MeLc was also
associated with high-frequency tonic firing in the SMn. The
tonic response to light stimuli appeared to be linked to whether
stimulation of the MeLc alone was sufficient to get the SMn to
fire. In SMns that also responded to light but could not be
driven by the MeLc (subthreshold pair; n = 2), the response
was more rhythmic (Figure 7A). In PMns, none could be
Figure 8. Light-Evoked Behavioral Re-
sponses Are Primarily Characterized by
Increases in the Durations of Alternating
Motor Bursts
(A) Schematic of the preparation for recording
motor nerves on the left (L) and right (R) sides of
the body.
(B) Spontaneous fictive motor bursts recorded at
the 12th body segment on the left and right sides
and the 21st body segment on the left side.
Shaded gray boxes indicate the 50% duty cycle
on a burst-by-burst basis. During spontaneous
swimming, motor bursts rarely exceed 50%.
(C) As in (B), but for light-evoked activity. Fictive
swimming in response to light routinely reaches
and can exceed a phase value of 0.5.
(D) Cumulative distribution of cycle periods (time
between successive motor bursts) for sponta-
neous and light-evoked motor activity. **p < 0.05,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
(E) Cumulative distribution of the percentage of the
swim cycle motor bursts occupy for spontaneous
and light-evoked motor activity. **p < 0.05, Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov test.
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Descending Control of Spinal Motoneuronsactivated by firing the MeLc alone (n = 6), and only one fired in
response to light.
The apparent dependence of light-evoked spiking in SMns
on the strength of MeLc input led us to investigate in more
detail the nature of motor responses to light. To do so, we per-
formed whole-cell patch clamp recordings while simultaneously
monitoring motor nerve activity. We focused on motoneurons
that exhibited clear PSPs preceding the initiation of motor activ-
ity in response to light (n = 25 cells). As mentioned above, spon-
taneous motor activity was often observed in the absence
of light stimuli (Figure 5B). The activity was consistent with
‘‘fictive’’ swimming behavior, characterized by cyclical bursts
of motor activity that would drive rhythmic tail contractions
(Figures 7B–7D, left). When we examined the activity of moto-
neurons and motor nerves during light stimuli, we found that
activity in response to light was more robust, as reflected by
more spiking in the motoneurons and motor bursts of larger
amplitude and longer duration (Figures 7B–7D, right). As with
the paired recordings, we found examples of SMns that fired
tonically (n = 8) and ones that fired more rhythmically (n = 12;
Figures 7E and 7F). Tonic firing is evident as the occurrence
of spikes outside the duration of peripheral motor bursts (Fig-
ure 7E, gray arrowheads). In contrast, PMns were rarely acti-
vated by light (n = 1 of 5; Figure 7G), suggesting that the
modulation of the motor pattern was largely due to modulation
of SMn activity.
Critically, the SMns that were driven tonically had higher Rins
than those with more rhythmic behavior (tonic, 421 ± 47 MU;
rhythmic, 291 ± 29 MU; Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.05). This
suggests that tonic SMns, due to their greater excitability, are
more sensitive to inputs from the nMLF, which are also presum-
ably tonic in nature. To quantify the rhythmicity of firing, we
normalized the occurrence of spikes to the cyclical swimming
rhythm recorded from the peripheral motor nerve on a polar
plot (0 = start of the cycle; 1 = end). Indeed, spikes from tonically
firing SMns were more broadly distributed throughout the swimcycle than spikes from rhythmically firing SMns (Figure 7H). A
similar examination of the spiking behavior in the MeM, MeLc,
and MeLr demonstrates that spikes occur with equal probability
throughout the swim cycle (Figure 7H), confirming their tonic
nature.
While the single-nerve recordings were consistent with swim-
ming, we could not rule out the possibility that the increased
bursting of motor nerves represented a transition to struggling
behavior (Liao and Fetcho, 2008), during which the nMLF is
known to be active (Sankrithi and O’Malley, 2010). During strug-
gling, increased motor bursts are also characterized by left-right
alternation; however, the activity passes from tail to head. There-
fore, we performed multisite peripheral nerve recordings and
examined both spontaneous motor activity and responses to
light (Figure 8A). Spontaneous motor activity demonstrated all
the hallmarks of swimming, namely alternation across the left
and right sides and a head-to-tail delay (Figure 8B). During
light-evoked activity, we observed principally two patterns. The
most common pattern was a bilateral, symmetrical increase in
motor burst durations (n = 1,518 of 1,601 cycles from eight
fish), which began to occupy up to 50% of the swim cycle (i.e.,
duty cycle) but remained alternating and passed from head to
tail (Figure 8C, left). In some occasions (n = 83 of 1,601 cycles
from eight fish), we also observed unilateral, asymmetric in-
creases in burst durations that well exceeded a 50% duty cycle
but exhibited a rostro-caudal delay (Figure 8C, right). In these
cases, there was a complete lack of activity on the other side,
and the time between successivemotor bursts (cycle period) ex-
ceeded 50ms (Figure 8D), whichmore closely resembles turning
behavior (Huang et al., 2013). As a consequence of increased
motor bursts, a comparison of duty cycle in spontaneous versus
light-driven activity revealed a significant shift to the right (Fig-
ure 8E). These data suggest that in addition to initiating activity
within the motor pool, tonic activity within the nMLF likely acts
to modulate the activity of SMns during ongoing swimming in
response to photic cues.Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 717
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The primary motivation for this study was the observation that
many major descending pathways important for motor control
have weighted outputs to limb motor pools, where motoneurons
with lower Rin receive a greater amount of excitatory drive. The
utility of this pattern with respect to the synchronization of motor
pools during the initiation of fast, powerful movements is well
acknowledged (Burke, 1979; Hultborn et al., 2004). What was
less clear, however, was how this pattern could produce graded
motor output, since drive is effectively normalized to cellular
excitability and thus equalizes its influence across motor pools.
This is important, because numerous studies have implicated
descending inputs in the execution of movements over a wide
range of speeds and intensities. Our work now provides a rela-
tively simple solution that helps reconcile these observations.
Weighted inputs optimized for synchronous activation of motor
pools can also generate preferential activation of subsets of
more excitable neurons based on their more effective temporal
summation of tonic drive.
To reveal this pattern, we took advantage of our ability to
perform recordings from motoneurons of varying excitability
that innervate the same axial muscle and then record from a
single, common source of descending input that is easily iden-
tifiable from fish to fish. In contrast, demonstrations of normal-
ized distribution of effective synaptic currents in mammals
used bulk electrical stimulation, which will also activate indirect
pathways that impinge upon motoneurons (Binder et al., 2002).
This suggests that multiple converging inputs are similarly
scaled to excitability. Consequently, it is likely that regardless
of the source of excitatory input, higher Rin motoneurons with
longer membrane time constants will be the first to be engaged
by tonic sources of drive. Consistent with this idea, there is
evidence that bulk stimulation of different descending pathways
can activate limb motoneurons in an orderly fashion (Somjen
et al., 1965).
So how might less excitable neurons become activated?
Studies of reticulospinal networks in adult fish have revealed dif-
ferences in the participation of reticulospinal neurons during
movements of different intensities. In goldfish, sensory stimuli
responsible for executing powerful escape responses generate
a single action potential in large, Mauthner cells, which provide
short latency excitation to large PMns via monosynaptic chemi-
cal connections and disynaptic electrical ones (Fetcho and
Faber, 1988). In lampreys, faster swimming movements evoked
by electrical stimulation of the midbrain locomotor region (MLR)
are associated with the sequential recruitment of middle (MRRN)
and then posterior (PRRN) rhombencephalic reticular nuclei
(Brocard and Dubuc, 2003). Studies of identified reticulospinal
neurons have revealed dual component electrical/glutamatergic
synapses to axial motoneurons innervating both slow and fast
musculature (Buchanan et al., 1987; Rovainen, 1974), as
described here for the nMLF. In addition, while neurons in the
MRRN increase their tonic firing rates in response to stronger
MLR stimulation, neurons in the PRRN fire rhythmically when re-
cruited. The findings in adult fish are consistent with ours in
larvae, where tonically active reticulospinal neurons can selec-
tively engage more excitable neurons and, more important, sug-718 Neuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.gest that less excitable neurons are likely engaged by inputs
arriving more concurrently. In this sense, the higher Rin moto-
neurons act more as integrators, while the lower Rin motoneu-
rons act like coincidence detectors (Ko¨nig et al., 1996).
These observations raise the possibility that different sensa-
tions generate graded responses via reticular nuclei by regu-
lating their relative activity levels and synchrony of firing.
Reticular nuclei are activated by a wide variety of sensorymodal-
ities, including somatic, olfactory, acoustic, visual, and vestibular
sensations (Buhl et al., 2012; Derjean et al., 2010; Huang et al.,
2013; Kohashi and Oda, 2008; Orger et al., 2008; Zelenin et al.,
2007). In our experiments, the simple light ON/OFF stimulus
was not sufficient to get less-excitable motoneurons to fire, irre-
spective of whether inputs derived solely from the nMLF or other
potential sources of descending drive. However, recent work
usingmore complex visual stimuli has revealed thatmore power-
ful motor output in response to faster drifting gratings is associ-
ated with increased activity in the nMLF, not the recruitment of
new neurons (Severi et al., 2014). Since ablation of the large,
identifiable nMLF neurons eliminates this response, this demon-
strates a causal role for the nMLF in generating graded output to
visual stimuli. Given the high rates at which these neurons fire,
more activity would lead to more synchronization within the
nMLF, and thus increase the likelihood that weighted inputs
from multiple neurons arrive simultaneously. Thus, by varying
the relative synchronization of activity within the nMLF, it would
be possible to selectively activate different subsets of motoneu-
rons based on their excitability.
While our work was focused on the interactions of the nMLF
with axial motoneurons, we cannot rule out the possibility that
more powerful responses to visual stimuli are also a function of
interactions with other populations of reticulospinal cells or spi-
nal interneurons. Severi et al., 2014 have also demonstrated
that responses to faster drifting gratings are manifold, with in-
creases in the amplitude of tail bends, increases in the fre-
quencies of tail beats, and longer periods of active swimming.
Our work suggests that larger amplitude tail beats could be
purely a function of direct interactions with axial motor pools.
Kinematic studies of freely swimming zebrafish have revealed
that increases in tail beat amplitude are sufficient to generate
faster swimming, independent of tail beat frequency and episode
duration (Green et al., 2011). As we demonstrate, changes in
whole-field illumination result in more robust firing in SMns and
a bilaterally symmetric increase in the variability of motor bursts,
such that they more consistently occupy at least 50% of the
swim cycle. Although these are ‘‘fictive’’ readouts of motor activ-
ity, this pattern is consistent with longer, larger amplitude tail
bends driving predominantly forward swimming (Orger et al.,
2008). As such nMLF activity superimposed on the rhythmic pre-
motor inputs generating the same frequency of swimming could
generate faster speeds. The observed effects on tail beat fre-
quency and the duration of swim episodes, however, implicate
interactions with premotor populations. These effects could be
via reticulospinal or spinal neurons (Kimura et al., 2013; Wiggin
et al., 2012). Notably, spinal and reticulospinal neurons in larval
zebrafish also demonstrate systematic differences in Rin related
to recruitment order (Kinkhabwala et al., 2011; McLean et al.,
2007; McLean et al., 2008), and so the pattern we describe
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tion of premotor populations.
How might our findings be relevant to studies of mammalian
limb motoneurons? Our work focused on evolutionarily con-
served source of premotor drive for initiating movements, the
reticulospinal system (Dubuc et al., 2008). The sensitivity of
limb motoneurons to reticulospinal drive is set not only by Rin
but also by voltage-gated conductances that generate nonlinear
responses to synaptic inputs (Heckman and Enoka, 2012).
These conductances have lower activation thresholds in higher
Rin motoneurons than lower ones (Lee and Heckman, 1998,
1999), which reinforce the gradient in intrinsic excitability gener-
ated by Rin. In both adult and larval zebrafish, there are also dif-
ferences in the potential contribution of nonlinear membrane
properties to motoneuron recruitment (Ampatzis et al., 2013;
Menelaou and McLean, 2012). In this sense, the pattern of
temporal summation related to membrane time constant we
describe here would be enhanced by the nonlinear properties
of both limb and axial motoneurons. Critically, in both cat and
mouse limb motoneurons membrane time constants are also
positively correlated with Rin (Burke, 1968; Gustafsson and
Pinter, 1984; Manuel et al., 2009; Zengel et al., 1985). Given
that t = RC, this observation can only be explained by system-
atic increases in specific membrane resistivity (i.e., the density
of channels per unit membrane), which outweigh decreases in
membrane capacitance associated with smaller size. Also, in
cats, reticulospinal cells can fire tonically up to 250 Hz prior to
the onset of locomotion (Perreault et al., 1993). Collectively,
these observations suggest that differences in the sensitivity
of motoneurons to tonic inputs imparted by their membrane
time constants may be a generalizable mechanism for the
graded recruitment of spinal motoneurons by reticulospinal
drive.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Detailed experimental procedures are provided in the Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures. For experiments, 4–6 day old wild-type, mitfa/ (nacre;
Lister et al., 1999) or pargmn2Et (Balciunas et al., 2004) zebrafish larvae (Danio
rerio) were obtained from an in-house facility (Aquatic Habitats, Beverly).
Nacre mutants were used for brain imaging and electrophysiological experi-
ments due to their lack of pigment and the resulting ease of visualization. All
procedures conform to NIH guidelines regarding animal experimentation
and were approved by Northwestern University Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.
Electrophysiological Recordings
Electrophysiology experiments were performed as described previously
(Bhatt et al., 2007; Masino and Fetcho, 2005). Briefly, for spinal motoneuron
recordings zebrafish larvae were immobilized in a-bungarotoxin dissolved in
extracellular solution (0.1% w/v; composition in mmol/l: 134 NaCl, 2.9 KCl,
1.2 MgCl2, 2.1 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, adjusted to pH 7.8 with NaOH)
and then transferred to a Sylgard-lined glass-bottom dish containing extracel-
lular solution, where the skin and muscle overlying one to two spinal segments
was carefully dissected away. For nMLF recordings, the head was rotated
dorsal-side up and secured with pins, and a small patch of skin at the rostral
edge of the left tectum was removed to allow an easier entry to the brain for
the recording pipette. The preparation was then transferred to the physiolog-
ical recording apparatus, comprised of an upright microscope (AxioExaminer,
Zeiss) equipped with a 403/1.0 NA water immersion objective and two motor-
ized micromanipulators (MPC-200/ROE-200; Sutter Instruments).For whole-cell recordings, standard wall glass capillaries were pulled to
make recording pipettes with resistances between 10–16 MU, which were
then back-filled with patch solution (composition in mmol/l: 125 K-gluconate,
4 MgCl2, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 4 Na2ATP, adjusted to pH 7.3 with KOH). Alexa
Fluor 568 was included in the patch solution (final concentration 50 mmol/l) to
visualize cell morphology at the end of experiments using a cooled CCD
camera (Rolera-XR, Q-Imaging). Images were captured using Qcapture Suite
imaging software (Q-Imaging). For patch recordings of identified nMLF neu-
rons, descending neurons were first retrogradely labeled with 10% w/v fluo-
rescein (3000MW, Invitrogen) in patch solution injected to the spinal cord at
around segment 20 the day before experimentation. To test for monosynaptic
connections, the solution was substituted with high divalent cation extracel-
lular solution (composition in mmol/l: 119.1 NaCl, 2.9 KCl, 4.8 MgCl2,
8.4 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, adjusted to pH 7.8 with NaOH) delivered
by a gravity-fed perfusion system. For pharmacological experiments, the
glutamate receptor antagonists NBQX and D-AP5 were dissolved in extracel-
lular solution and added to the perfusate (10 mmol/l and 100 mmol/l final con-
centration, respectively).
For peripheral motor nerve recordings, pipettes were fashioned from the
same ones used for whole-cell recording; however, the tip was cut to make
a 20–50 mm opening. To evoke motor activity, a visual stimulus was provided
by a blue LED (RadioShack, peak emission wavelength: 468 nm) triggered by
an isolated stimulator (model 2100; A-M Systems; 2.5–3.6 V; duration: 2–10 s).
Blue light was chosen because the dichroic mirror on the confocal microscope
used for calcium imaging effectively filters this wavelength out.
Electrophysiological recordings were acquired using a Multiclamp 700B
amplifier, a Digidata series 1440A digitizer, and pClamp software (Molecular
Devices). Standard corrections for bridge balance and electrode capacitance
were applied in current-clamp mode. All electrophysiological data were
analyzed using DataView (Heitler, 2009) and custom written MATLAB scripts.
Only cells with stable resting membrane potential below 50mV and over-
shooting action potentials were included in the analysis.
In Vivo Calcium Imaging
In vivo calcium imaging was performed as described previously (McLean et al.,
2007). Briefly, to label spinal motoneurons, 10% w/v calcium green dextran
(3,000 MW; Invitrogen) was pressure injected into one or two segments of
ventral musculature close to the mid-body of anesthetized larval zebrafish
using a microinjector (Model IM300, Narishige). To label nMLF neurons, cal-
cium green was pressure injected into the spinal cord around muscle segment
20. Fish were placed in a 28C incubator overnight to ensure the neurons were
retrogradely labeled.
Image acquisition was performed in conjunction with peripheral motor nerve
recordings, as described above. The headwas rotated dorsal-side up to image
the nMLF, while axial motoneurons were imaged from the side. Images were
acquired using a 488 nm wavelength laser on a confocal microscope (Zeiss
LSM 710) with a Zeiss 403/1.0 NAwater immersion objective and Zen imaging
software. The scanning frame rate was between 100–250 ms/frame. A high-
resolution Z stack of the somata of recorded neurons was always taken at
the end of the experiment to assess the location of motoneurons in the spinal
cord and nMLF neurons in the midbrain. Calcium transients were analyzed
using ImageJ (NIH) and a custom MATLAB script (MathWorks). For 3D image
registration, high-resolution Z stacks from multiple fish were aligned using
MATLAB (Koyama et al., 2011) interfaced with the neuronal reconstruction
software Imaris (Bitplane).
Single-Cell Electroporation
Single-cell electroporation was performed as described previously (Bhatt
et al., 2004). Briefly, nMLF neurons were first retrogradely labeled with 10%
w/v fluorescein (in both wild-type and nacre larvae) or tetramethylrhodamine
3,000 MW dextran (for pargmn2Et larvae) in patch solution and allowed to
recover overnight. Larval zebrafish were then anesthetized and embedded
dorsal side up in 1.4% w/v low-melting agar in a glass-bottomed dish. A
drop of MS-222 solution was used to cover the agar to keep the fish anesthe-
tized through the labeling process, which was performed on the confocal
microscope. A glass pipette identical to ones used for whole-cell recording
was filled with 10% w/v Alexa Fluor 647 (10,000 MW, Invitrogen) in patchNeuron 83, 708–721, August 6, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 719
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ulator (MPC-200/ROE-200) until it directly contacted the target neuron. A
train of current pulses (2–4 V; pulse duration: 1 ms; pulse interval: 2 ms; total
length: 0.5 s) was then applied via an isolated stimulator. A high-resolution
Z stack of the nMLF was taken right after electroporation because the cell
body and dendrites filled immediately. The fish was then removed from
the agar and left to recover in system water for 1 hr to allow the dye to fill
the axon collaterals. To image axon collaterals in the spinal cord, the fish
was immobilized with a-bungarotoxin and embedded on their side in agar.
Imaris was used to reconstruct axon collaterals, and MATLAB was used to
analyze the length of the reconstructed axon collaterals (Kishore and Fetcho,
2013).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes four figures and Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.
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